
  

 

 
 

Water-Centric Planning in the Community of Oliver: Dealing with Uncertainty & Managing Risk 
 Theme Lead Scope of Information Sharing Desired Outcome  

   PART A – MORNING SESSION (0900 – 1200)  
1 Water OUT = Water IN: 

Context & Expectations 
Kim 
Stephens 

 Refer to the accompanying ‘mind map’ for an overview 
 Self-introductions: who I am; why I am here; what I hope to achieve 
 How the “Oliver experience” can serve as the cornerstone for the proposed  

Water-Centric Planning: A Guidebook for British Columbia 

There will be a shared understanding of individual expectations in 
sharing information and brainstorming how various ‘water-centric 
initiatives’ can help the Town achieve its ‘water management vision’ 
over time 

2 Wine Village Vision: A Place 
or A State-of-Mind? 

Les 
Lawther  

 The Wine Village Vision: “context is everything” 
 Does the vision apply to a core area or the community as a whole? 
 How will population growth from 9,000 to 15,000 be accommodated? 

There will be a common understanding of the constraints and 
opportunities associated with accommodating future population growth 
through land use densification 

3 Water System Tutorial: 
Celebrating Success 

Bruce 
Hamilton 

 Sources of water supply: canal (agriculture); groundwater (residential) 
 Proportion of water use: agricultural (~90%) versus residential (~10%) 
 Recent innovations: pipe twinning; reclaimed water; rainwater infiltration 

There will be a common understanding of the on-the-ground realities 
that are shaping implementation of a pragmatic approach to ‘integrated 
water management’ in the Town 

4 Okanagan Agricultural 
Strategy: Part 1 on Saving 
Water in Oliver  

Ted van 
der Gulik 

 How can and how will agriculture secure its water supply in the Okanagan? 
 The Ministry of Agriculture is building a database that comprises land use, 

crop types, irrigation systems and soil conditions for every property 
 The agricultural community will make changes to irrigation systems and 

water use practices when farmers can be shown that the need for action is 
founded on commonsense plus conclusive data 

There will be a common understanding of how the Agricultural 
Component of the Okanagan Basin Water Strategy is being 
implemented in the Oliver region 

   PART B – AFTERNOON SESSION (1300 – 1600)  

5 Okanagan Agricultural 
Strategy: Part 2 on Saving 
Water in Oliver  

Ted van 
der Gulik 

 The National Water Supply Expansion Program is funding on-farm 
initiatives that are designed to improve water supply, water conservation 
and irrigation scheduling  

 The program is also providing incentives for irrigation water purveyors to 
manage water more effectively 

There will be a common understanding of how the Agricultural 
Component of the Okanagan Basin Water Strategy is being 
implemented in the Oliver region 

6 Applying the Soft Path for 
Water in Oliver – What does 
Leading by Example Mean? 

Oliver 
Brandes 

 The continuum: from supply-side thru demand-side to the soft path 
 Scenarios for changing water use habits, technologies and practices 
 Tailoring an approach to reflect what is possible and do-able in Oliver  

There will be a common understanding of how the Soft Path for Water 
can help achieve the Wine Village Vision to ‘lead by example’ 

7 BC Community Water 
Improvement Program: What 
are the Implications of the 
Ministry’s Expectations? 

Glen 
Brown 

 The fine print in the contract for the pipe twinning project 
 Connecting the dots to create a plan 
 Pilot municipality for the Ministry’s Water Conservation Calculator 

There will be a common understanding of what is meant by a “Council-
endorsed water conservation plan that is a working document” 

8 Moving Forward with the Soft 
Path for Water in the Town of 
Oliver – So, What are the 
Next Steps? 

Tom 
Szalay 

 Weaving a storyline that makes sense 
 Have expectations been met? 
 Where do we go from here? 

There will be a common understanding of how senior government 
programs can be aligned with the ‘water-centric needs’ of the Town of 
Oliver 

This working session is organized in collaboration with the Town of Oliver under the umbrella of the outreach and continuing education program for the Water Sustainability Action Plan for British Columbia 



 

CONVENING FOR ACTION IN OLIVER: 
Mind Map for Planning a Water-Centric Working Session 

BROAD THEME: Water-Centric Planning in the Community of Oliver 

SPECIFIC THEME: Water OUT = Water IN: Dealing with Uncertainty and Managing Risk

CONTEXT: Water Sustainability Action Plan for British Columbia 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OVER-ARCHING 
PURPOSE: 

Establish a case study precedent for a ‘Water Balance Way-of-Thinking and 
Acting’ that:  

 informs other Okanagan initiatives; and 
 becomes the cornerstone of the provincial Guidebook. 

CORE GOAL: Bring provincial and federal government ‘water initiatives’ into alignment 
with the ‘water-centric needs’ of the Town of Oliver 

OVER-ARCHING 
OBJECTIVE: 

Turn ideas into action through a 3-step process that builds capacity: 
1. Challenge practitioners and others to step back from their paradigms 
2. Inform them regarding alternatives 
3. Give them the tools and the experience to do things differently 

APPROACH TO 
ACHIEVE THE GOAL: 

Seek to understand in order to be understood: 
1. What is the Town doing now? 
2. Where does the Town wish to get to over time? 
3. How can the various ‘water initiatives’ help the Town get there? 

DESIGN OF 
WORKING SESSION: 

These core on-the-ground considerations will shape the agenda design: 
1. How the realities and practicalities of the Town’s water system 

configuration and operation have driven recent innovation(s). 
2. How the Agricultural Component of the Okanagan Basin Water 

Strategy is being implemented in the Oliver Region. 
3. How the Groundwater Assessment in the Okanagan Basin (GAOB) 

project will help the Town achieve ‘aquifer sustainability’. 
4. How the Soft Path for Water can be applied in an Oliver context, 

especially give the Wine Village Vision to ‘lead by example’. 
5. How the Province’s expectation for a “Council-endorsed water 

conservation plan that is a working document” can be fulfilled. 

DESIRED OUTCOME: This will be the first step in a process to educate the community and elected 
officials about the full potential of demand management by changing water-
use habits, technologies, and practices. 

 


